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New from Michigan label Scott Cooley Records is the second full album release from solo artist Scott Cooley entitled
Lakeside Landing. Officially hitting web retail outlets on June 21st, 2006, the followup to Moon Dreams doesn’t so
much take things up a notch as go in a new direction. This time sailing a course for summertime fun, it is a much more
sunny album than its darker predecessor, changing tack from blues to blue skies.
Great Lakesoriented acoustic rock at its best, this contemporary maritime marvel delivers unique tales of love and
wanderlust with hints of Caribbean flavor that will leave you yearning to get back out on the water soon. Scott’s better
half Lenore makes guest appearances on keyboard, marimba and vocals to expand the basic guitar/bass/drums sound
of past releases.
Singer, songwriter and instrumentalist Scott Cooley defies convenient categorization, and Lakeside Landing makes it
even more difficult. Balancing elements of Hawaiian, instrumental surf rock, reggae, traditional folk balladry, rock, and
modern sea shanty, Scott uses all acoustic instruments and different vocal styles to blend subject matter with a common
theme – that of having fun and not taking life too seriously. One fan said about the title track “the softness of the song is
very tranquil…and (the album) was great to listen to all the way through.”
Another fan reported this about the song “Mackinac Island,” which has enjoyed a surging popularity on the web: “This
is awesome…I was listening to it and my friend overheard and made me send him the link. Now all my friends are
singing it. My boyfriend even sang it to me on the couch last night.” A cautionary word is in order about this song, and
that is that it contains a single explicit word which is repeated throughout the tune – but trust us, if you ever visit the real
place it’s about, you’ll understand why it was absolutely necessary.
Scott has many songs to his credit, and although his performance schedule has intentionally been cut back, there is no
doubt songs from this album will be featured in future shows. At one recent live performance, Scott unintentionally
experienced the entire crowd singing along to Mackinac Island, which was followed by almost unanimous applause, and
then numerous kind compliments afterward.
Scott Cooley is available for phone interview. Please contact Lenore Cooley at (517) 3333151 to set up a time that is
convenient. Please visit Scott’s excellent website at http://www.scottcooley.com for much more information, including
his electronic press kit, contact and purchasing info.
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